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CHAPTER 1

1.1 INTRODUCTION

As the government of Nigeria thought about a means of upgrading and improving on the
transport system of Abuja, the need to think of alternatives to the only means of transport, the
road, arose.

This need became compelling as the city got larger, more people migrated in, government and
other activities expanded and the city planned to accommodate about 3.1 million people has
enlarged to a volume not expected in such a short time. Population of Abuja as at 2018 was
estimated to be 4.2m.

The city of 800 square kilometers had gone over the board and got chocking with traffic that
was fast becoming hectic and negated free business and movement.

To resolve the crisis that loomed, the government in 2007 came up with a plan to provide
alternatives to the road transport system which created a situation that made residents of the
city to buy cars and more cars, which in turn contributed to further clogging the streets.

Generally, in most big cities of the world, transportation means is diverse and varied. While
many residents commute through water, road, rail and the subway, some others on the road
use the high capacity bus alternative. But most of these were not available in Abuja.



The thinking and plan was to introduce a transport policy that would integrate the railway or
light metro rail system, a coordinated bus system, a railway link between the city and the next
largest city of Kaduna, and finally a larger airport in the city that would be linked with the light
rail.

With these alternatives and integrated system in place, Abuja would have overcome the
challenge and movement would be better assured. No doubt, a freer city is a more prosperous
and peaceful city.

At the point of conception of the plan, the China Civil Engineering Construction Corporation
(CCECC) Nigeria came handy as having the depth and expertise to handle the project.

The choice of the company derived from its old experience in the railway engineering system
drawing from its background – China that has proven best railway engineering today. Beyond
that, the CCECC had been in Nigeria in the past years and had executed major projects in at
least 28 of the 36 states of Nigeria. That was proven track record that earned it the project.

As at July 2016, the company had delivered the Abuja-Kaduna railway line of 186km. two years
later, the Abuja light rail linking the city centre to the airport, the Airport station and the Abuja
Metro station were ready. Before the end of 2018, the new terminal of the Nnamdi Azikiwe
International Airport was completed and came into use.

The importance of these projects, the promptness of their delivery and completion, the peculiar
financing by the China EximBank make them unique for documentation as sample of
steadfastness in projects execution and advancement of any city like Abuja.

1.2 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The timely delivery of these projects is a loud testimony to the workability of a deep diplomatic
relationship between Nigeria and China.

From the beginning, the CCECC was set up in 1979 as an infrastructure diplomatic arm to
extend Chinese partnership and friendship to other countries through the advancement of
engineering, technology transfer and facilitation of development of the countries.

These projects signpost those laudable objectives. It is therefore proper to acknowledge the
government of the People’s Republic of China and the Federal Government of Nigeria whose
close relationship makes operations of CCECC Nigeria smooth and of potent impact.



The CCECC management piloted by Mr. Michael Jiang, the Managing Director, also deserves
accolades for accomplishing such a task and deeming it important that these landmark projects
be documented in this work.

Furthermore, the Federal Capital Territory, Nigerian Railway Corporation (NRC) and of course
the China Exim Bank deserve commendation for this accomplishment.

The project managers and teams at the railway and airport sections should be praised for their
dedication to the project, not forgetting also the ordinary labourers – Nigerians and Chinese
whose contributions made the projects a reality.

1.3.1 OBJECTIVE OF WORK

The objectives of the three integrated projects are simple:

 To make Abuja better to live in
 Improve the living standards of the people
 Elevate the standing of the city as a modern state capital
 Bolster the economy of the city at the micro and macro levels

On the other hand, the target and intention of this documentation include

 To put into record the great efforts of bringing these projects to actualization
 Make known to the public the important role CCECC Nigeria through these projects has

played in advancing the economy and growth of the city of Abuja, the Federal Capital
Territory and by extension the entire Nigerian economy

1.3.2 Diplomatic objective

It also aims to convey to the public a better picture of the real benefits and how virile they have
been – the China-Nigeria relationship that has cut deeper than superficially imagined or known.
The bind linking the two parts of the world is more diverse and far reaching than ordinarily
publicised with CCECC Nigeria faithfully accomplishing the projects and also the China Exim
Bank providing the financing for them to take off, an impediment that would have stopped the
lofty idea if not surmounted.

1.4 SCOPE AND LIMITATION

This work x-rays the Abuja Integrated Transport master plan in the three arms and six major
broad benefit areas:

1.4.1 SCOPE



 The Abuja Metro light rail project linking the city centre to the airport that makes access
to the airport from the city and in reverse direction easier and faster

 The Abuja Metro stations as addition to the city transport system linking the city centre
with the Abuja Metro, the industrial district to Idu and, the largest satellite town,
named Kubwa.

 The Abuja-Kaduna 186km railway link that has facilitated travels between the two cities
since inception

 The expansion of the Nnamdi Azikiwe International Airport with the new international
terminal to make operations better, more sophisticated/technology driven and
smoother for travellers and as well handle the expanding business volumes including
passengers and cargo.

 The Idu railway node and accessibility to the Abuja industrial district for ease of business
and encouraging industrialization of Abuja.

 The extent of work CCECC committed to the projects and how they all have helped the
local communities and other Nigerians in having an enabler to better economy through
employment and other gains

1.4.2 LIMITATIONS

Although facts on extent of completion of the projects and the impacts are not in dispute, but
the field work of this documentation that was tied to time was done when some places would
not be accessed due to the Covid-19 lockdown.

For instance, on the days of visit to the Idu Station, my team would not access the station arm
that serves the city light rail link. It was shut down due to the pandemic as the passengers’
boarding point lies very close to the Abuja Covid-19 isolation centre.

The team also would not get into the premises of the steel, sleepers and component fabrication
factories of the CCECC as the workers were out and the factories shut due to the pandemic
scare.

On the experiential train ride to Kaduna also, the coaches would not operate at full passenger
capacity because of the safety distance rules.

We found out that the ticketing is strictly manual and no cash machine around the Idu Station,
a shortcoming we complained to the Chief Marketing Officer at the Rigasa Station, Kaduna
which he assured was already in the offing prior to the pandemic.

It was also hectic getting timely information from government agencies about the work.

1.5 METHODOLOGY



To get the facts of the projects, I adopted the tested and reliable methods of information
gathering including:

 Participation – I participated in taking a trip on the Abuja-Kaduna train to find out
exactly how the service is and interact with the travellers on the train.

 Fieldwork – I visited the project sites at the Idu Station and the Airport to interview
workers, managers and users of the service

 Interviews - With informed sources both at the CCECC and the relevant government
agencies – as a media professional, I deployed expert methods to interview key
participants in the project execution within the CCECC including the General Manager,
Railway, the Project Manager, Abuja Airport, some workers and natives of Papei, the
local community where the Idu station is located. Government agencies and the
ministries were contacted for their input on the projects including the Ministries of
Aviation and Transportation, the Nigerian Railway Corporation (NRC) and the Federal
Airport Authority of Nigeria (FAAN) We also derived useful materials from a written
document from the Managing Director of CCECC.

 Research – Resources gleaned from research also helped in building the veracity of this
work, including CCECC resources and from the internet.

 Data and facts interpretation – After sourcing these relevant materials, I collated and
analysed/interpreted them to deduce the required factual conclusions.

1.6 ABSTRACT

The Abuja federal capital of Nigeria is of prime importance to the country and its economy.
Therefore, to get the city at its modern best is a task that every reasonable government would
want to prioritise.

If infrastructure in the city so vital as the transport economy starts ebbing away and tends
towards collapse, it should be expeditiously resolved to keep the dreams of the city alive.

Tackling the challenge made the government enlist the expertise of CCECC Nigeria to build an
integrated transport system for the city of Abuja and also the adjoining towns of the FCT. This
started in 2007 with the three arms:

 Abuja metro light rail that serves the city;
 Abuja-Kaduna railway track for ease of transportation;
 Expansion and building of the new terminal of the Nnamdi Azikiwe International Airport

and linking it to the city railway.



All were ready in December 2018 when the last of the three projects - the airport was
commissioned by the federal government.

With the projects completed and functioning, the positive impacts are already felt by residents.

The sacrifice in policy, funding, expertise, technology and the total implementation needs
preserved for tomorrow as a sample for the improvement of the transport system of any other
city in Nigeria because if it could work to rescue Abuja, it would also work elsewhere.

The commitment the CCECC Nigeria put into the projects delivered with promptness and the
possibilities created in local skills enhancement, employment opportunities and friendship
between China and Nigeria are intangible benefits that run deep.

The government of Nigeria also kept its end of the bargain in part funding and policy direction.
Today as the projects become reality and transportation within Abuja, with the largest nearby
city to the north, Kaduna linked and made safer to access, the city closer to the outer world
with state-of-the-art international airport, Abuja is fitted for a better outlook for the future of
the city that is steadily growing and expanding.

The totality of the plan is Abuja with better economy and more factors that make it liveable.

CHAPTER 2

CCECC and Nigeria

2.1 CCECC you need to know

2.2 The contribution of CCECC Nigeria to country’s development

2.3 Friend in time of need

2.1 CCECC you need to know

For 39 unbroken years, the CCECC Nigeria has been part of the Nigerian story. Having been here
just two years after it came into being, it has played a very vital role in the effort to forge a
future for the country’s infrastructure, technology advancement and transfer.
Being an offshoot of the China Railway Construction Corporation, CCECC was solely created to
reach out to other worlds with Chinese friendship through engineering construction and playing
a key role in assisting such countries lay their own foundation for technology and infrastructure
advancement and working hand in hand with the CCECC.

2.2 Contributions of CCECC Nigeria to country’s development



Since it pitched tent in Nigeria in 1981, the company has done noble acts to imprint its impact
almost in every state.
For instance, Adaora Osondu-Oti, of the Afe Babalola University, Ado Ekiti stated in her PhD
thesis that:
“The major construction project awarded to CCECC in Nigeria in the 20th century was the
rehabilitation of Nigeria’s railway, and that contract was awarded by then Nigeria’s military
leader, late General Sani Abacha.
Others included projects for the constructions of “light rail, expressway, bridges, buildings, and
municipal works. Many of the records of CCECC projects were not made available by the CCECC
office in Nigeria. The reason was that there was no compiled record of these projects as at the
time I visited the office in Abuja. Nonetheless, a Nigerian staff that has worked with CCECC
since the 1990s pointed out that CCECC construction projects in Nigeria are enormous (more
than 100 contracts). The company has successfully signed other contracts for many large-scale
projects in Nigeria such as Nigeria Railway Modernization of Abuja-Kaduna section valued at
850 million USD in 2010; Nigeria Railway Modernization of Lagos-Ibadan section valued at 1.487
billion USD and Nigeria Badagry Express Road Project valued at 941 million USD.”
From her findings, she concluded in her work that: “CCECC sees itself as willing to cooperate
with friends all over the world to develop hand in hand for a prosperous future.”

2.3 Friend in time of need
In the first quarter of 2020, as the coronavirus pandemic spread to Nigeria, CCECC showed itself
a part of the country in smooth and rough times, and aligned with Nigeria to fight the death
harbinger by sending in 15 Chinese medical experts in various fields to assist Nigeria repel the
challenge.
This move became one of the largest media raves during the pandemic on the day the team
arrived in an Air Peace flight direct from Beijing.
And among the reports, Sahara Reporters wrote… “How Chinese company, CCECC, safeguarded
investment in Nigeria by importing 15 doctors from China to Support Coronavirus fight.”
The medium explained that: “Government sanctioned the arrival of the Chinese medical
workers and supplies all in a bid to maintain its close links to the construction company that has
extended ‘great hand of fellowship’ to top public officials over recent years.
In a letter confirming that it in fact brought in the doctors and medical supplies on its own
accord, Michael Jiang, MD of CCECC in Nigeria, said the move was the company’s way of
supporting the country’s fight against the COVID-19.
The letter reads, “With the backing of the Federal Republic of Nigeria and People’s Republic of
China, China Railway Construction Corporation, through its subsidiary, China Civil Engineering
Construction Corporation, is supporting Nigeria in its fight against the COVID-19 pandemic that
is adversely affecting livelihoods and economies across the world by making available necessary
medical equipment and health consumables.
“Assisted by the Nigerian Government, CCECC is delivering among others around 16 tons of test
kits, ventilators, disinfection machine, disposable medical masks, N95 masks, medicines, rubber
gloves, protective gowns, goggles, face shields, infra-red thermometers and other critical care
items.



“These items required by the Nigerian Government will be handed over by CCECC to relevant
authorities.
“Considering its large number of employees in Nigeria, CCECC at its own cost, dispatched a 15-
member working team from CRCC, 12 of whom are experienced medical professionals with
expertise in infectious disease, respiratory illness, intensive care, cardiology, neurology, general
surgery and anesthesiology. Members of the team also have relevant experience in the
prevention and diagnosis of the COVID-19.”
The Africa China Economy Online also in April 2020 reported that: “Considering its large
number of employees in Nigeria, CCECC at its own cost, will dispatch a 15-
member technical team from CRCC, 12 of whom are experienced medical
professionals with expertise in infectious disease, respiratory illness,
intensive care, cardiology, neurology, general surgery and anesthesiology.
Members of the team also have relevant experience in the prevention and
diagnosis of the COVID-19.
All members of the technical team have tested negative to COVID-19 and
shall commence their stay in Nigeria by undertaking 14 days in quarantine.
The primary purpose of the technical team is to provide CCECC employees
with critical and necessary healthcare assistance.”
This remains the most outstanding show of friendship and solidarity with Nigeria and in a way
identifying with the country as part of it.
No other foreign company doing business in Nigeria, even those larger and older than CCECC,
showed such great friendship when it mattered most.

CHAPTER 3

3.1 History of Abuja and public transport system

3.2 Stretched to the limit

3.3 Need for reform

3.4 Economics of Abuja transportation

3.1 History of Abuja
Until recent innovations, Abuja had been a city on the tenterhooks regarding traffic crisis as it
grows larger every day to an acclaimed status of one of the fastest expanding cities of the world.
The city effectively became the capital of Nigeria on December 12, 1991 when the government
ordered that all business of the state moved from Lagos.
The city in the past 28 years of housing the seat of power has grown in size, activities and
population.
A Wikipedia citation of Abuja rated it as world’s fastest growing city. It noted that: “According
to the United Nations, Abuja grew by 139.7% between 2000 and 2010, making it the fastest
growing city in the world. As of 2015, the city experienced an annual growth of at least 35%,
retaining its position as the fastest-growing city on the African continent and one of the fastest-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations


growing in the world. As of 2016, the metropolitan area of Abuja is estimated at six million
persons, placing it behind only Lagos as the most populous metro area in Nigeria.”
The Abuja metropolis is a space of 250 square km, while the entire Federal Capital Territory sits
on 8,000 square km of land space.
As at the end of 2018, the city’s population had grown to 4.2m, with about 2 million commuting
to work every day, from FCTA data, which figure is far less than the six million figure of
Wikipedia. Taking a mean of the two population figures, the actual population of Abuja won’t
be less than five million. That population has already defeated in a jiffy the 3 million volume
Abuja was built to contain. The figure differential gives a better picture of why the city had
started chocking in bloated traffic even with continuous road expansions and extensions. Yet,
this is in the face of the reality that Abuja would grow larger and faster in years to come.
Those that knew the city in the 1990s and early 2000 would tell that Abuja is already relapsing
into transportation or traffic anarchy.
The reason? Abuja city transport stands on one leg. All residents move by one means – just the
road which is far from what obtains in modern cities and at the class and standard of Abuja as
the capital of Africa’s largest country and economy.
If the Abuja roads clog, every movement comes to a halt.
By its location, water transport is ruled out in the city, therefore, the possible alternatives to
road transport are air, rail and the subway system.
Abuja, the youngest city in Africa should have ordinarily taken off with a subway service system.
Good, free and assured transport system that aims at tomorrow in Abuja mean everything to its
economy and liveability.
At a point, the government realized this and started making moves towards walking Abuja
ahead to where it is supposed to be.
The country’s young capital city is less than 40 years old and just 29 years effectively as the seat
of power. Things had already started relapsing into the chaotic lane when the government
decided to intervene some 13 years ago.
It started with the expansion of existing narrow roads in the days of President Umar Yar’Adua
whose works on the Zuba-Kubwa-AYA 50km road did the magic of making the city outlive the
traditional nagging gridlock of that axis. But even today, a pin that stops crawling on that road
for 40 seconds can instantly tie a traffic knot in a matter of minutes.
The airport road, now christened Yar’Adua Way underwent same expansion that also helped
relax the traffic tension. The interchanges on these two roads also made exit and ingress into
the highways safer and easier.
While these were on, the government had its eyes set on better alternatives which ultimately
would be an integrated transport system, within, into and out of the sprawling city.
Experience was what counted on what would make the objective possible and a seamless
integrated transport system operable within the central Abuja and the Federal Capital Territory
(FCT).

3.2 Abuja road transport stretched to limit
CCECC Nigeria’s presentation at the 2018 June summit on transportation infrastructure
revealed that: “Data from the traffic monitoring unit showed the road transport capacity of the
Abuja metropolis has reached its limit. Road, Abuja's major transport system, can hardly meet



the increasing public demand. Then, there were 130,000 commuting vehicles running in and
out of the city daily, approaching the capacity limits of both the road and this region. Therefore,
establishing an integrated and efficient transport system is top agenda to solve the traffic
problem.”
With this figure years ago, in 2020, the commuting vehicles volume would be inching towards
180,000, and the suggested solution was the urgent provision of the integrated transportation
system.
“As the national capital, Abuja is also Nigeria's second largest air harbour, highway node city
and the hub for future standard-gauge railways. With its growing economy in recent years,
Abuja has witnessed a scenario of increasing economic and trade cooperation, technical,
personnel exchanges and logistics leading to the aggregation of population and industries.
The inconvenient traffic has been the bottleneck, restricting the economic and social
development of Abuja and adversely affecting the investment environment, economy and
trade,” CCECC alerted.

3.3 Public transport system and need for reform

An itinerant delivery man in Abuja has his earning tied to the number of deliveries he makes.
With the turn the general economy has taken in Nigeria where cost of things – electricity tariff
to pump price of petroleum have gone higher and pushing other indices up in the cycle, coping
gets really testy.
On a typical day, Emmanuel Etim who rather prefers you call him EE, runs through the streets
and highways of Abuja from his Kubwa satellite town residence to his office in Utako. He says
the free traffic in Abuja used to be a big incentive some 13 years ago when he got the job. But
lately, no. He has started losing momentum as the traffic situation gets less friendly.
Speaking with him at the international airport where he goes to pick up or drop deliveries, he
said he was excited to hear that the city train would start plying the airport in full scale when
the Covid-19 pressure eases.
“I can also ride the train and make my deliveries. Even if I can’t, since many residents will, the
vehicles they would have put on the road will be off the traffic and I will have more peace and
deliver more parcels faster. That is good business for me.”
To him such news revives hope of his personal economy.
In the city, there are thousands whose livelihoods are directly tied to the transport system, and
such have already started welcoming a new lease of life as the alternative transport means in
the city kicks in.
These alternatives have been made possible with the near completion of the Abuja integrated
mass transit system (IMTS), a project of the federal government and the Federal Capital
Territory Authority. The near completion is just because of one of the three arms – the airport
that is more than 90% done, but for the last peripheral work.
The execution has all been handled by (CCECC) Nigeria, the company beyond the FCT
transportation projects has a tradition of good faith in all its projects in the past 39 years of
operation in Nigeria.

3.4 Economics of Abuja transportation



The capital city is Nigeria’s 13th largest economy by states with a GDP of $5.4 billion and
number 14 in living standards which better transportation can tremendously improve upon.
The Abuja GDP per capita of $1,292 is far better than that of Lagos. Its GDP growth rate is 5.9%
a year. No doubt, from experience and empirical facts, a better transport system is sure bet to
take the indices higher.
As an instance, report by a Lagos State government agency in 2013 revealed that Lagosians
waste three of every 10 years of their lives in traffic. That translates to 30% of every day of their
activities in traffic.
This has effect on practical economy, earning, health, safety of the environment, longevity of
the vehicles, social safety, crimes etc.
Businessman, Aliko Dangote said in 2018 that the congestion on the Apapa port road in Lagos
bled his business N25 billion in less than two years between early 2017 and late 2018. The
major cause of the loss was the total transportation system collapse of the district. This is a tip
of the entire loss matrix of the city.
That is exactly what would be replicated in Abuja and any city where there are such
transportation crises situations.

CHAPTER 4

Integrated Abuja mass transit project

4.1 Integrated rescue plan
4.1.1 Construction of Abuja rail mass transit
4.1.2 Operation of Abuja rail mass transit
4.1.3 The Idu Station hub

4.2 Abuja-Kaduna railway construction
4.2.1 Abuja-Kaduna railway Operation

4.3.1 Abuja new international airport terminal
4.3.2 Abuja new airport terminal construction
4.3.3 Airport new terminal operation

Having experienced the inadequacy of the single transportation means of the city that relies
solely on roads, the only way out was something different that would integrate and create a
mix of alternatives all working together to rescue the plunge. That was what the CCECC came
up with and later accepted as noble and workable.

The three projects CCECC is handling or almost through with in the actualization of the
integrated Abuja transport system includes:

 Expansion of the Abuja airport with new international terminal
 Intercity rail linking Abuja with Kaduna



 Intra city light rail linking the city centre with the airport, the satellite towns and the
industrial district

The arms of the system interconnect with each other with the intention of effectively improving
the urban traffic conditions and promoting development.

4.1 Integrated rescue plan

“The transfer centre at the new International Airport Station of the Abuja Rail Mass Transit
(RMT) is a traffic hub for the rail mass transit, the old terminal and the new terminal,
connecting the roads, railway lines and flights with each other. Passengers can arrive at the
airport station through the RMT from various stations in the city. It only takes them 5 minutes
to go to the airport ticket and departure hall via the transfer center on the same platform,”
indicated a working document of the CCECC.
The import underscores the roles the facilities in the integrated Abuja transportation system
play in the wellbeing of the city and Nigeria.
I through this documentation task sought out the benefits of the onerous role of keeping faith
with the policy of the government of Nigeria to recreate Abuja, its economy, social wellbeing
and political functions by building those modern transport facilities.
Visits to the remodeled Nnamdi Azikiwe International Airport with the new international
terminal in operation, the Idu Train Station, a ride to Kaduna and back by train, and visits to the
Abuja metro light rail, though not in use due to the coronavirus scare beamed some light on
what new lease of life Abuja would soon live with or had started living with. These benefits are
bound to improve, thereby recreating its economy - all built by the CCECC.

4.1.1 Construction of the Abuja rail mass transit
The Federal Capital Territory Administration (FCTA) in its desire to actualize the Abuja Rail
Master Plan (ARMP) awarded a contract for design, construction, procurement, installation and
testing of the Abuja Rail Mass Transit (ARMT) project to the CCECC in May, 2007.
It is the first urban rail project officially launched in West Africa. The total length is 45
kilometers and the contract value is $823 million. CCECC undertook the survey, design,
construction, procurement, operation training, etc.
The commencement ceremony held on May 28, 2009. The first phase of the project was taken
over on December 15, 2017. CCECC also secured a contract of offering 41 months of operation
and management services.
Engr. Kong Tao, General Manager of the railway project in the past 10 years revealed a
determination on the side of the government and the CCECC to execute according to plans.
The project was quite outstandingly done that CCECC even provided corporate social
responsibility facility to the Papei Community where the Idu Station is located. Rebuilding the
community primary school excited the traditional head who in appreciation conferred on Kong
Tao a chieftaincy title ofWakilin Ayyuka of Jiwa.



The scope of work in Phase I included earthworks on a space of 8,420,000 ㎡, construction of
13 railway bridges, 50 culverts, eight flyovers, two frame bridges, a boiling stock depot, 21
buildings of 70,021 ㎡ in total land space, 112 stations of 23,532 ㎡ of building area.
Mr. Kong who also facilitated a tour of the facilities explained that the project that has taken his
10 years of supervision to bring it this far has been of great impact to the city transportation
system and the economy of Abuja.
“As the first light rail in West Africa, the ARMT project strengthened the traditional friendly
bilateral ties between China and Nigeria, embodies the support from China in Nigeria’s railway
development with both technology and fund, and targets to boost the growth of the two
countries' economy and trade,” he coached.

4.1.2 Operation of the Rail Mass Transit
The dream came to fruition on June 12, 2018 when that Thursday morning, President
Muhammadu Buhari took the first ride of the Abuja metro light rail from the city downtown to
the international airport.
That was four days after the 9th International Infrastructure Investment and Construction
Summit where the CCECC on June 8 presented a detailed paper on “Building an Integrated and
Efficient Transport System Solution to Abuja Urban Transport.”
From that day, the operation commenced in full swing to the public and had started easing free
movement in the city, especially from the downtown Abuja to the Idu and Kubwa stations. This
was however stopped when the Covid-19 menace broke out but with plans to revive it as the
pandemic has abated.
A source at the Nigerian Railway Corporation (NRC) said the service at the earliest stage will
cater to the commute needs of about five percent of the residents of Abuja with some ease and
speed, and a possibility of growth in the number to 20 percent in the first two years of
operation with increase in trips.
As inconsistent funding was a major challenge to the effective execution of the project, FCTA
decided to implement the project in phases and Phase I included Lots 1A and 3 of 45.2km.
For the Phase I, the China EXIM Bank offered a preferential buyer credit facility agreement of
$500 million to the Federal Ministry of Finance in November 2012 to reboot the project. This
made the completion smooth and successful in December 2017, and it commenced operation
in July 2018.

4.1.3 Idu Station hub
Idu train station at the Idu industrial district of the city is the hub of the railway links. From this
point to the west, the project links the airport station at the Nnamdi Azikiwe Airport and east to
the Abuja Metro Station at the Abuja Transportation Centre downtown. It also links the Kubwa
station, a major densely populated satellite town from where it extends an arm to Kaduna
terminating at the Rigasa Station.
The station operates an elaborate two-arm base. The first station building is the metro light rail
service point that leads to the city centre, the airport and to the Kubwa Station.



On visit there, the light rail station was shut due to the Covid-19 pandemic as the operation of
the light rail was suspended temporarily, owing partly to the closeness of the boarding station
to the Abuja Covid-19 isolation centre..
But the second station building that serves the Abuja-Kaduna railway service was on and
bubbling with activities.

4.2 Abuja-Kaduna railway construction
As the first implemented section of the Nigerian Railway Modernization Project, its contract
value is $1.057 billion with a length of 186km. CCECC undertook the survey and design,
construction, procurement, operation support and maintenance. Work officially commenced on
February 20, 2011, and put into commercial operation since July 13, 2016. This very important
project was also financed by the China Exim Bank.
The Abuja-Kaduna rail line is one of the first Standard Gauge Railway Modernisation Projects
(SGRMP) undertaken in Nigeria.
The construction of the Abuja-Kaduna rail line started in February 2011, a huge project that
generated about 4,000 jobs for Nigerians and expected to create more than 5,000 operation
and maintenance jobs on completion.
The 186km rail line is actually the first phase of the Lagos-Kano railway link, with nine stations
on the completed segment and planned to feature passenger and cargo services with the
passenger trains operating at amaximum speed of 150kmph.
The Abuja-Kaduna rail project budget was $874m, out of which the China’s EXIM bank provided
a credit facility of $500m as concessionary loan, and the government of Nigeria foots the rest of
the bill. The extra costs accrue from other allied projects outside the construction as the CCECC
also started operating and maintaining the train service for a period before handing over.
“Contract for constructing the new line was awarded in December 2010. Track laying was
officially launched in July 2013. The rail line construction was already 68%complete in July 2013
with the earthwork and hydraulic structures for the project 92% and 87% complete respectively.
On the rail line, there are 30 railway bridges including five box bridges. The bridges were built
using precast T-beams. By mid-2013, 187 out of the total 348 precast T-beams were produced
and 52 of these were successfully installed. Each T-beam is 2.5m in height and 120 tonnes in
weight,” reported Transport Advancement on www.transportadvancement.com

4.2.1 Abuja-Kaduna railway operation
A Nigerian newspaper report explained that the Abuja-Kaduna corridor at the beginning of
operations generated N6,890,000 daily at the capacity of 5,300 passengers with an average fare
of N1,300 for economy class. It netted a revenue of N41,340,000 weekly and N165,360,000
monthly.
Everyday apart fromWednesday, the train trips from Idu Station Abuja to Kaduna are on
7.00am, 9,50am, 2.20pm and 6.00pm, while the trips from Kaduna to Abuja are on 6.40am,
10.35am, 2.00pm and 6pm.
Apart from these trips operated on daily basis, the route usually runs fewer trips on
Wednesdays with an average of 2,650 passengers, which equates to N3,445,000 at N1,300 per



fare. That was however before the fare increase which also means revenue increase as the
present fare is N2,600 for the economy class.
Its construction and operation created approximately 10,000 local jobs. It had safely operated
for 651 days as at June 2018, with an accumulated traffic of 700,000 passengers, average
monthly passenger flow of 56,000, and 99% on-time rate. The ticket is hard to get because of
the demand that outstrips service capacity. But before the Covid-19 pandemic the passenger
traffic had climbed to a daily average of 3,700 or 111,000 in a month, from NRC sources.
Each train coach has 90 seats, and a train has average of 10 cars or total of 900 passengers per
trip. In the Covid-19 period when our team had a ride, the sitting was spaced out in tune with
physical distancing and therefore, not running at full passenger compliments. As normalcy
returns soon and capacity comes to full, the rail system would convey some 1,332,000
passengers a year. With their safety all assured and travel time cut shorter, such multiple
benefits are difficult to quantify in monetary numbers. The value the rail adds to the nation’s
economy gets elastic.
Arriving at Rigasa, the station Chief Marketing Officer, Mr. Abdulazeez explained that the point
is the terminus for now, with future plan to extend it through the next Kaduna station at
Rigacikun down to Kano.
At Rigacikun, the station still in the works, the railway line would link the Lagos-Kano line. From
there, train or passengers would easily head south towards Lagos or towards the north to Kano,
Katsina and beyond into Niger Republic.
Abdulazeez who excitedly spoke on the project expressed joy at the positives the train option
to travel between the two cities provides. He said it has been a great improvement and relaxing
the security pressure on the passengers who save time, and would help keep the roads longer
in good state.
I inquired from the Rigasa Station CMO why payments for the train trip must be in cash instead
of modern options of online booking, check-in or an electronic pay point. At the Idu station,
there is not even an ATMmachine for cash access.
Also, there were no services on board as it obtains in most countries’ railway services where
snacks and other basics are sold on board.
Abdulzaeez assured that the online pay platforms are about to take-off and the responsibility of
the Nigerian Railway Corporation (NRC), but clarified that on-board services were there and
suspended due to the Covid-19 scare.

4.3.1 Abuja new international airport terminal
This is one of the four arms of the integrated project. The airport has been there since the
inception of the capital city. But the international wing of the airport wasn’t befitting anymore
and needed to grow with the growing city.
It came on the plan because a bigger airport of modern status would assist so much in achieving
the targeted gains of the new system where the airport would be linked seamlessly to the city
centre and satellite towns through the metro rail line, thereby making access to the airport
from the city and vice versa smoother.

4.3.2 Abuja airport new terminal construction



Abuja International Airport, one of the five largest in Nigeria, has one airport terminal with the
runway of 3.609km long and 60m wide.
But to bring it up to date, the integrated mass transit system included an upgrade, which
actually involved building a new and bigger terminal for international operations.
Visiting the Nnamdi Azikiwe airport expansion work that is about to be competed was another
revelation of what extent of work CCECC has done. Speaking with Mr. Yang Yongtao, Project
Manager of the airport who took me round the new project that had already come into use for
international flights and to some extent also for the domestic operations, he explained the
extent of work already accomplished and the little left to be completed by the second quarter
of 2021. During the visit, work was still on for the finishing touches.
CCECC said: “The Abuja Airport Terminal is one of the six it implemented. As the current largest
single complex building in Nigeria, its contract value is $200 million with total building floor
area of 58,788m2.
The management of the company informed that all the projects targeted at the integrated
Abuja mass transit are executed at the best world class standards to serve optimal use and
sustain durability.

4.3.3 Airport new terminal operation
The expanded new terminal has eight aircraft stands. At optimum capacity operations, it is built
to meet an annual passenger throughput of 4.5 million persons, attaining a peak passenger flow
of 1,893 persons per hour and 14 landing and taking-off aircrafts at peak hour. In the near
future, Nigeria will be proudly having a dual-hub aviation network composed of Abuja and
Lagos International airports,” CCECC boasted.
On December 20, 2018 when President Buhari commissioned the project, he said: “With the
commissioning of this Terminal Nigeria is moving towards achieving and meeting global aviation
standards in facilitation, passenger processing and service delivery in tandem with international
best practice.”
But Yang, the CCECC project manager clarified that though the terminal is fully in use, some
finishing touches are still on at the periphery, including the coming into use of the train station
that links the terminal to the city.
With the economic development of Nigeria, it has witnessed growing tourism and surge of
economic and trade activities, technical and people exchanges. Air transport is becoming a
prime choice of all transport means. Passengers and cargoes both internationally and
domestically have tremendously increased year by year with more and more flights landing and
taking-off.
One month after Nigeria reopened its air space for international flights, between September 5
and October 5, the Aviation Minister, Hadi Sirika said Nigeria handled 27,000 international
passengers. These are mainly Abuja and Lagos airports that started operation, and giving the
new Abuja airport some 45% of this passenger volume.
To further buttress the benefits of the projects, the General Manager, Corporate Affairs
of the Federal Airports Authority of Nigeria (FAAN), Mrs. Henrietta Yakubu confirmed to
me that: “Since the Abuja international airport was commissioned by President Buhari, it
has been contributing immensely to the Nigerian economy. Aside from the income being



generated from the airport, the new airport has also created opportunities for lots of
employments directly and indirectly.

Also, the airport has aided the attraction of foreign direct investments into Nigeria, while
also contributing to the nation's gross domestic product.”

Chapter 5

CCECC capacity to achieving integrated transportation system

5.1 Benefit of CCECC experience
5.2 CCECC, citizen of Nigeria
5.3 Looking beyond the Abuja integrated transport system
5.4 Further confirmation of benefits

5.1 Benefits of CCECC experience

It was not by chance that CCECC Nigeria was chosen to actualize this integrated and efficient
transport system. The choice was based on some very peculiar considerations.
One of them is that the company had operated in Nigeria for about 26 years then, since its
entry into the country’s construction market in 1981, and had over the years delivered
prominent infrastructure and full industrial chain services for local communities in up to 80% of
the states.
The other consideration is because, China the native place of CCECC is reputed with the best
proven railway technology in the world and also the largest railway system where the high
speed rail (HSR) total coverage since 2007 had exceeded 36,000km in August 2020, some 66
percent of world total and targeting 70,000km reach in 2035, according to a World Bank report
on China high speed rail development (www.worldbank.org).
CCECC does international contracting and economic cooperation with operations in over 40
countries and regions and overseas offices in 20 countries. Its excellent performance had kept it
consistently listed among world’s top 255 global contractors for years and also in the first 70
international engineering contracting firms in recent years, noted a Wikipedia reference.
Locally, CCECC Nigeria boasts that: “As a responsible contractor, taking into account of Abuja's
role, its development plan, and industry layout, we innovatively came up with the scientific
concept of building an integrated and efficient transport system to meet the urbanization
needs of Abuja and satisfy people's growing demand for modern traffic. This aims at building a
multi-dimensional and interconnected transport system of ‘trunk railway + urban light rail + air
traffic + city bus’ to integrate land and air transport. The concept features interconnectivity and
efficiency, making Abuja a hub and gateway link to other parts of Nigeria, West Africa and even
the world.”
The newly-built south-north longitudinal Abuja-Kaduna Railway by CCECC, standard gauge is
already easing the pressure on roads and air as I practically witnessed. The original railway plan



of Abuja focuses on a national railway hub linking the east, west, south, and north to the major
surrounding cities and states, from CCECC database.

5.2 CCECC, citizen of Nigeria
“The fulcrum of the CCECC culture in projects execution is the adaptation of technology for the
future and friendship,” said the Managing Director, Mr. Jiang, in a document he availed me.
Seeing herself as a citizen and part of Nigeria after many years of partnership here, Jiang, CCECC
MD, said:
“Our company is not in Nigeria to play business and go. We are here to lay a foundation for
stronger and better friendship between Nigeria and China. We are here to make a statement of
the uniqueness of our quality and depth of expertise. We are here also to build the base for
Nigeria’s technology growth in civil engineering and all our areas of operation. Therefore, we
take Nigerian experts along. We don’t leave them behind while we operate.
We have been sourcing our raw materials mainly from Nigeria, reason we have our steel
fabrication plant within the Idu yard where we make the steel components of our requirements.
We have another factory where we produce the rail track sleepers and other materials. We
procure the granite from the quarries of Abuja and this is a large percentage of our raw
materials pool. All these sub segments also employ Nigerians.
Moreover, as the Chinese experts build the tracks, service and maintain the trains, execute our
airport project, they do that side by side the Nigerian counterparts with a deliberate intention
that they take over the core of the projects some day and do that with Chinese experts. We
have discovered very competent local hands in engineering and artisanship over the years, a
target we had from the beginning because experience has shown us that Nigeria has very smart,
hardworking and intelligent people, one of the reasons we feel so much at home working with
them as part of us.
In China, the policy that introduced the HSR started in 2004 when the country invited experts
from Germany, France and Japan to contribute technology and expertise. China worked with
them diligently and mastered the technology. Before long, China grew the world’s best, most
advanced and largest HSR railway network. That is what we plan to replicate in Nigeria so that
Nigerians would become adept in railway engineering to build their own railway system.”
China today hosts 66% of world high speed rail volume and also helping as global experts at the
International Railway Union to develop some other countries.
The Qinghai-Tibet railway line that is the most technologically tasking in the world is another
Chinese railway technology marvel. It has a peculiarity of running at the world’s highest altitude
and over largest and longest ice surface.

5.3 Looking beyond the Abuja integrated transport system
As the task to document the CCECC exploits in these three Abuja integrated mass transit system
was on, news filtered in that the construction firm had scored another huge point in the
accomplishment of another landmark project. That was the commissioning of the Ajaokuta-
Itakpe-Warri railway line which was commissioned by President Buhari on September 29, 2020
for public use.
The 326km rail project is one of the major clinchers of the CCECC in Nigeria and a big impetus to
the economic wellbeing of Nigeria which also furthered the impact of CCECC on our country.



July last year, the company was once again handed the completion of the Lagos-Badagry
expressway with the light rail, a sign of the trust in its capacity to deliver as was pledged by the
General Manager of the Lagos office, Mr. Bill Bian.
But for the interference of the global coronavirus pandemic, CCECC was slated to deliver the
Lagos-Ibadan railway project around March 2020, in addition to the train cargo production
factory in Kajola, Ogun State that would empower Nigeria to no longer import but produce the
components and requirements of her railway system locally.
In July 2020, the Minister of Transportation, Mr. Chibuike Amaechi told the media that the
transportation university CCECC laid the foundation in November last year in Daura, Katsina
State was to be built free of any cost to the government as all the $20m cost is to be
shouldered by CCECC.
As I observed and in a discussion with a Nigerian who has worked with the CCECC for 15 years
who would not want to be mentioned, the company and some other construction companies of
China origin charge far less for projects compared to other foreign firms in the sector. Yet, they
deliver the same quality of work and on time. These are indicators that, the company means
not just business, but friendship in addition.

5.4 Further confirmation of benefits
The three projects of the Abuja integrated mass transit the funding was sourced from the Exim
Bank of China is another demonstration of goodwill and business with human face in line with
the objective of diplomatic allure of China in relationship with other countries of the world,
mainly the poorer economies.
I found that the execution of projects by the CCECC has left Nigeria better with human
resources trained by the system. Thousands of Nigerians, beyond having employment through
the CCECC projects have also been enhanced in capacity, so much so that the US Institute of
Peace admitted that contrary to claims that China brings most workers for their projects from
the country, the ratio of Chinese to local workers has been 1:20, heavily favouring the locals.
This was in its assessment of the Abuja-Kaduna railway construction referred to earlier in this
work.
With the good reports we got in our fieldwork and interviews, CCECC Nigeria in its projects is
fast creating people-to-people relationships consistent with the ideals and objectives of the
Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
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Economic benefits of the integrated transportation system
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6.5 Boost to local economies



As cited earlier in Chapter 3, the benefits of this system, among many others, reflect so much in
facilitating movement and improving businesses in the city as an Abuja itinerant delivery man
narrated.
Therefore, the conclusion of the gamut of reasons for this project of integrating the Abuja
transport into a system is to lay the foundation for a better economy for the city and the
country as movement gets easier and these channels create employment and also help
generate more income for the people.
The project is especially critical given the current and anticipated development of new satellite
towns in the FCT and the need to ensure accessibility and integration of economic activities
between the satellite towns and the metropolis and also between the capital city and the entire
Nigeria.
“Commerce in the local markets, tax, ticket revenue and land added-value along the rail line
have created hundreds of millions of dollars in GDP of the capital city and contributed to the
growth of the capital’s economy.” CCECC had pointed out.

6.1 Improving shuttle convenience

A passenger on the train from Abuja to Kaduna, Comfort Agbo who had in the past travelled
between the two cities said she felt like dreaming having such relaxed trip by train in a little
more than two hours.
“The train is quite comfortable, fast, safer, affordable at N2,600 and convenient. Imagine me
travelling to Kaduna without any stress at all in an air-conditioned train coach, no traffic
pressure or delays; no security alarm and suspense of one not sure she would arrive alive with
the menace of incessant kidnaps and robberies. This project is dream come true. I commend
the government for the funding and appreciate the CCECC that did the work. These are some of
the things Nigerians expect to make lives safer and better, and the citizens more productive.”
Another passenger, Jonah Malik who travelled with his family of four made similar positive
remarks and said if he were to travel by road, he would not have had the courage to go with his
entire family. “We went through nightmare travelling between the two cities. But now, it is a
different story and as we thank the Nigerian government, we also appreciate the CCECC that
executed the project.”

6.2 Benefit to tourism and environment
The railway option has also been found to be far safer, faster, more convenient and accessible
from the Idu terminal station and the Kubwa station.
However, beyond these benefits already known, there is the tourism impetus also built into the
project. Nigeria has great endowment for ecotourism and this railway track opens a new
window to that axis.
A Nigerian online medium reported in 2018 that economic advancement “is one of the most
important advantages of tourism for Nigeria. The unemployment rate in the country is very
high and tourism can provide job positions for guides, restaurants, coach services and hotel
staff. It will create a great opportunity for business development. It is especially good for the
production of local goods as tourists like to buy local souvenirs. It can also provide additional
revenue to the local budgets.”



“Nigeria is well endowed with diverse ecotourism potential including culture, biodiversity, and
scenic landscapes. Availability of attractive natural virtues is the indicator of potential success in
the use of ecotourism for national development. Many countries where tourism is well
developed and practiced have benefited enormously in infrastructure maintenance, national
development and economic empowerment. Nigeria has not derived significant benefit from
tourism however,” narrated a paper on ecotourism presented at the University of Uyo in 2018.
The Abuja-Kaduna railway easily translates to a factor of tourism development along that
corridor that had been missing.
We witnessed it in a ride on a mission to discover the tourism benefits of the railway transport
between the two cities.
The rocky mountains on undulating plains, farm fields, hitherto isolated villages, towns at the
countryside, brisk and bloated rivers in the rainy reason, grazing fields and many more roll into
one huge package of ecotourism that is unfolding through the possibility of the railway
infrastructure.
With time, the nine stations on the track would develop into economic spots of their own,
flourishing in businesses unique to them including sale of agricultural produce, local crafts,
services and attraction of the development of hospitality facilities like hotels as some travellers
embark on the safe trip just to escape the hustle of the big city and have some peace from their
work and routine lifestyle.
It is a pleasurable trip sitting in the cozy, comfortable and air-conditioned train cars and
savouring the beauty of the landscape and hinterland travelling between Nigeria’s capital city
and the old northern regional capital.
Someone just hopping on the train and taking a tour is enough sight-seeing, vacation and
education.
The trip of 2.15 hours from the Idu terminal enables the beauty of the north central Nigeria
region unfold before the traveller. It is also a rare opportunity to see the vast flatlands, valleys,
ravines and rivulets on the railway track.
With the good view of the landscape, the trip also offers a discovery of the villages that dot the
land, the industrious Nigerians in the hinterlands as they labour in the rain and sun in their
fields and their efforts and great contribution put into growing food for the entire population of
Nigeria.
Ecotourism is one of the highest nature’s endowments of Nigeria that remains untapped, so
with the development of the Abuja-Kaduna railway, tourism comes alive with the natives
exposed to other parts of Nigeria and travellers discover the countryside.

6.3 Employment and development opportunities
It is quite interesting that the United States Institute for Peace (www.usip.org) aligned with the
benefits of the CCECC railway projects to the wider Nigerian economy. It publicized in 2018 that:
“The Economic Benefits of Railway Investment and development has been featured in China’s
wider Belt and Road Initiative across Eurasia and East Africa. In Eurasia, as in Africa, Beijing
emphasizes the contribution of the BRI to peace by promoting development and prosperity.
Based on author’s interviews with Nigerian Rail Commission, Department of Transport, and
CCECC economic connectivity, railways are integral part of this formula. The intrinsic



advantages of railways over road networks lie in their economies of scale: railways need less
frequent maintenance and have higher speed and efficiency over long-distance routes, making
them a highly advantageous low-cost option for freight traffic and offering huge potential for
trade promotion. Connecting Nigeria’s underdeveloped but resource-rich inland regions with
richer coastal consumer markets and port cities would have obvious benefits. Reducing inland
transport costs - a huge problem for agriculture and manufacturing industries - would improve
the competitiveness of Nigerian firms against foreign imports and potentially promote the
export and trade of Nigerian goods. New railway hubs could also help attract investment and
migration to previously underdeveloped areas. Railway development also has positive spillover
effects for complementary industries in upstream manufacturing supply chains, such as steel
and construction materials, and generates demand for retail and services, all of which promote
employment. A central trunk corridor would open up agricultural and mining industries in the
middle-belt and plateau states. Likewise, the development of the western Lagos-Kano corridor
would benefit northern cattle and leather industries, which are currently disadvantaged against
cheap imports given the costs of transport.
Before their decline, their extractive goal aside, the colonial railways helped connect rural
communities to coastal hubs and encouraged rural-urban migration. New railways would foster
similar mobility, encourage greater cultural and economic integration, and allow safe and
affordable transport for migrants seeking employment and economic opportunities.
Current projects have already generated employment - contrary to popular beliefs of Chinese
firms importing their own labor, CCECC’s localization strategy mandates a ten-to-one ratio of
local to Chinese workers. The company estimates that the construction of the Abuja-Kaduna
line itself created four thousand local jobs, and currently approximately 500 Nigerians are
employed in operating the line. Even so, lack of local engineering capacity necessitates
continued Chinese presence in management and maintenance. The company has been
proactive in running training initiatives and technology transfer centers for local engineers,
including courses on railway maintenance, signals, and communications systems; staff at the
Department of Transport also traveled to China for training on railway network management.
However, technology and skills transfer necessitates a long-term systematic investment.”

6.4 Revenue benefits

While assessing and underscoring further the huge economic impact of the railway and by
extension, the integrated transit system of Abuja system, the Transportation Minister, Mr.
Chibuike Amaechi in July 2020 said the government lost about N766 million within four months
of suspension of Nigerian Railway Corporation (NRC) services due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
One of the major lines in the service is the Abuja-Kaduna line.
This implies that the integrated transport system in Abuja has no doubt added to the internally
generated revenue of the country.
As already cited above, if the passenger capacity of the Abuja-Kaduna railway is sustained at
the level it was in March 2020 before the lockdown occasioned by the Covid-19 pandemic, the
1.322 million passengers in a year nets an average of N3,437,200,000 for the railway
corporation at N2,600 per ticket.



The operation of the light rail and airport also generate revenue for the government and
making the economy flourish better. The USIP and CCECC have already underlined the
employment generation of the projects to Nigeria.
Having interviewed sources that use the system and managers of the light rail section alone,
the saved time in commuting of residents of Abuja using the intra-city light rail only is another
economic benefit so huge but difficult to quantify in money. Assuming each commuter, possibly
2.5% or 50,000 of the commute volume of Abuja which is two million from the document of the
FCT administration cited, save 10 minutes commuting time a week, that results in 500,000
minutes of the 50,000 commuters in a week that is already ploughed back into their period of
productivity with some costs saved in fuel and longevity of their commuting vehicles and
gaining a cleaner environment with less pollution from fewer vehicles.
Even among Nigerians, the popularity and economic benefits of the CCECC railway projects are
strong. In March 2019, the Nigerian Senate voted in favour of a motion to direct the NRC
increase coaches and number of trips of the Abuja-Kaduna train service, amid increasing traffic
on the first China-assisted project.

The larger volume of passengers the expanded airport handles has also spills over to more cab
and other allied services to and from the airport, generating more revenue for the cab
operators who also drive on a freer traffic as some percentage of the passengers use the train
link, helping to decongest the road traffic and also increase the longevity of the roads. The new
set of workers, even unskilled hands add to the economic pool of the country and directly to
Abuja as was confirmed by Mrs. Yakubu, the FAAN GM of Public Relations.

6.5 Boost to local economies
Already, little markets have started springing up along the railway line at the nine stations from
Abuja to Kaduna. These opportunities of passengers stopping and boarding create a ripple
effect on local economy players like farmers and artisans producing more for their new market.
It is also the same development around the Idu and Kubwa stations where new private
businesses flourish. I for instance, patronized the local banking business at the Idu Station car
park to draw cash for ticket purchase.
At the local areas on the railway route, with more production and income coming to them, their
living standards must get a facelift and through that, they think of ways of improving on their
productivity to meet bigger market demands. That would in turn lead to the use of
mechanization in their farming, and attraction of more farmers even people of other parts of
the country migrating there for better life.
The history of Nigeria documents that the cities of Enugu and Port Harcourt developed from
railway services after a rail track was built to link Enugu, the coal source to Port Harcourt, a
seaport from where the coal was exported. Such possibilities are also in the offing over time on
this axis also.
The entire length of the Abuja-Kaduna railway is paved with concrete fence at both sides. The
fence walls off the track from the lands outside it and with the work of maintenance of the
track, environment protection becomes an assurance since the protection of the rail track
involves checking erosion and other environmental encroachment that would harm the track.



CHAPTER 7
Social benefits of the integrated system
7.1 Security benefits
7.2 Technology transfer and local capacity building
7.3 Developing Nigeria’s education
7.4 Nigerian-Chinese friendships

When the economy is better and more robust, people have more jobs, those in employment
find livelihood and the people move freely to do their business everyday, what naturally
evolves is a socially more stable society.
As www.usip.com further reported, “at a societal level, low-cost transport also promotes easier
mobility and migration between regions where existing road networks are poorly maintained,
congested, and often unsafe. The impact of this social mobility can also contribute to social
integration between regions and linguistic and ethnic groups.”
That means the benefits of this system are all encompassing and wider than imagined. Looking
at the social or societal benefits involves looking at those intangible and also tangible gains that
won’t be easily reduced to financial figures

7.1 Security benefits
The reason the Nigerian Senate gave for asking for increase in volume of trips on the Abuja-
Kaduna railway line as widely reported in the Nigerian media was to ameliorate the plight of
passengers who had opted to travel by rail out of fear of kidnap, robbery and other crimes
common on the route by road.
These benefits are already visible in the completed Abuja-Kaduna line, where demand from
commuters has been strong, not only for its efficiency but also for its additional security
benefits relative to travel by road.
Between 2016 and 2018, the Abuja-Kaduna highway became the most dangerous road in
Nigeria with daily incidents of kidnap, robbery and deaths of passengers. Many businesses were
lost on that road.
But safety has been more assured as passengers opt for the railway service of risking their lives
on the road. That has drastically reduced the crimes incidents are lesser people play the road
between the two cities since the railway is there for them.
Even within Abuja, traveling by train or rail is far safer than road trips with far fewer accidents
over the years.
Because the expanded new airport terminal, the railway system, including the metro service
have employed more hands that used be idle, there is better social safety net, and the busy
hands are distracted from crime.



7.2 Technology transfer and local capacity building
The Chinese contractor company emphasizes more on technology transfer, employment and
training. As the Chinese proverb goes “give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach him
how to fish and you feed him for a lifetime”. At the peak of construction, nearly 4,000
employments were provided for the local citizens and nearly 2,000 employments will be
provided at the peak of operation. CCECC does employ a lot of local citizens and also share
construction experience and techniques with them. Consequently, the local railway
construction and operating personnel are trained to make Nigeria gradually achieve
technological know-how in rail transportation. In fact, all the train drivers are Nigerians, as
Kong told me, which I also later verified from Nigerians working in the system. Even many of
the workers on maintenance are Nigerians also.
A month prior to the commencement of operations, CCECC hosted a training facilitated by the
Nigerian Railway Corporation (NRC) that coached Nigerians in the management and operations
of the railway system, Kong revealed. As operations commenced, the Chinese expatriates
worked alongside Nigerians and after they mastered the process, have taken over that the
trains are driven by Nigerians, not excluding other technical duties like repairs.
Emphasizing more on the benefits and impacts of the projects, Mr. Vincent Liu, General
Manager, Corporate Culture office, reminded that: “On April 12, 2018, CCECC held a job fair for
fresh Nigerian graduates that eventually led to their employment in the company, and some six
months later, the company sent about 67 young graduates to China to study railway
engineering as part of the process of deepening their relationship with Nigeria. That’s a clear
sign that CCECC is not a predator but a builder and part of the Nigerian quest for the deepening
of technology, industrialisation and true friendship.”
Africa China Economy Online report about this culled from Olatunji Saliu of Xinhua, Abuja office
said that: “Last month, some Nigerian youths were about to round off their mandatory one-
year National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) program after graduation from local universities when
a Chinese firm held a job fair in their camp.
The job fair, which has now provided 50 of the fresh graduates their first jobs, was organized on
April 12 by the China Civil Engineering Construction Corporation (CCECC) Nigeria Limited.
It had established itself as a top international brand in Nigeria after more than 30 years of
localization efforts.
Fredrick Okagwa, a fresh graduate of the Nigerian Law School, said he didn’t expect to have the
opportunity at first, but it later turned out that he was selected after “a very tough but
transparent process.”
“I sent my CV (curriculum vitae), and I was called for an interview. That was how I got the job,”
Okagwa told Xinhua.”
“In all our projects across Nigeria, we have about 20,000 Nigerian workers as reported by the
Chinese news agency, Xinhua Abuja office in 2018.
Even at the last week of September 2020, the Vice Chancellor of the University of Abuja
expressed appreciation to CCECC for facilitating the establishment and operation of Railway
Engineering department in the institution.
On record also, we set up the Kajola factory in Ogun State where train cars are produced locally
with local raw materials and also grooming Nigerian experts in the field.”



7.3 Developing Nigeria’s education
In December 2019, at the foundation laying for the construction of the Transportation
University in Katsina, Africa China Economy reported that: “The Chinese government and the
China Civil Engineering Construction Corporation (CCECC) Nigeria Limited have promised to
remain faithful to a commitment to help develop the Nigerian transport economy.
This pledge was renewed Monday in Katsina as the Transportation University ground breaking
ceremony was performed. The university is to be built by the CCECC as contractors.
As the railway project was on, CCECC stepped out of the contract duty and built the local
community of Papei the primary also mentioned, which has been an addition to the social
infrastructure of the community.

7.4 Nigerian-Chinese friendships
The Chinese and Nigerians working on these three projects have forged personal relationships
that have helped create better understanding of the two races and cultures.
For instance, Mr. Kong, the GM in charge of the railway project excitedly introduced himself to
me as a chief, and the title the community traditional ruler conferred on him he proudly writes
on his business card. A framed photo of himself in traditional chief’s regalia and the monarch
standing together decorates a very conspicuous corner of his office.
Already, Tao is a member of the Nigeria Society of Engineers (NSE) and the Council for the
Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN). He announced that he is already aspiring to the
fellowship status of the NSE. On his office desk is also the plaque of an award the NSE, Abuja
conferred on him for outstanding service in the execution of the railway project over 10 years.
More and more of the workers are integrating fast into the Nigerian system and making friends
just as Nigerians also flow better with their Chinese friends and colleagues and also learn their
language.
At the airport, while Mr. Yang, the GM took me round, two airport drivers happily walked up to
him to greet him in Chinese and would not hide their warmth towards their foreign friend who
has worked for years to realize the expanded new airport terminal project.
“Over the years the projects have been on and CCECC has been in Nigeria, both the Chinese
Embassy and the company have sustained a tradition of friendship that will help develop the
Nigerian transport sector, especially rail transport, which would in turn be a boost to the
national economy,” Liu, the GM of Corporate Culture Department, assured.
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Before the information and communication technology (ICT) innovation, no invention of man
had impacted world growth, development and economic advancement like the transport
technology. Transport technology simply means the transformation of the world.
Land, sea, air – from horses, boats, carts, mule, buggies, automotive engine, steam engine,
bullet and levitating trains, cruise ships, vessels, barges, jetliners, supersonic jets etc –
transportation moves the world.
But for the great invention, how on earth would one cross the seas, valleys, mountains, deserts,
oceans and get to Asia from Africa or any part of the world.
Transportation technology bridged distances and made the world reach and know each other.
It is still the most prominent factor that determines the shape of world economy. Export and
import depend on transportation. Tourism, a huge industry, depends on transportation.
Industrialization and every other sector imaginable are hinged on transportation and it’s the
totality of the world economy. That is why the most ebullient economies have the best
transportation sector that drives everything along.
The overwhelming importance applies to the large economies as it does the small. Therefore,
Nigeria is not left out of the effect of this all important fundamental.

8.1 Development of integrated transportation system

The development of integrated transport system dates back to man’s existence in the society.
But it peaked as technology started providing alternatives. The technology aspect started with
water transport vessels that still dominate in ferrying heavy goods all over the world. That
powered the voyages of discovery. It continued with the steam engine credited to James Watt
which signaled the Industrial Revolution in Europe and later the automotive, culminating in the
airplane in the earliest 20th Century.
Because each serves a peculiar and particular purpose, societies have always integrated their
uses adapting them to the most suited areas. And all economies that power higher also invest
more on advanced and integrated transportation.
A thesis by renowned economists of the Peking University, Beijing, including of course, Prof.
Justin Lin Yifu in July 2020 published a treatise on transportation economy in China and
summarized that China’s great and rapid economic leap owes its exploit to an effective
transportation system which is actually highly integrated.
They said: “We find strong evidence confirming that transport infrastructure contributed to
regional economic growth in China during the period 2007–2015, as the country approaches its
upper-middle income status. In particular, quality improvements in roads and railways and the
structural upgrading of transport infrastructure significantly contribute to growth. As China has
successfully transitioned from a low-income country to an upper-middle income one with the
world’s second-largest economy, the transport infrastructure endowment has diversified from
simple quantitative expansions (i.e., an increase in the length of roadways and railways) to
quality improvements (i.e., high-speed roadways and railways) and structural upgrading.”
This feature as would be noted later is not peculiar to China but a common thread that runs
through the fabric of every vibrant economy all over the world.



Underscoring further the importance of transport to an economy, a Wikipedia article on
Chinese economy and the place of the transport sector noted that: “Some economic experts
have argued that the development gap between China and other emerging economies such as
Brazil, Argentina and India can be attributed to a large extent to China's early focus on
ambitious infrastructure projects, notably mass transport and transit related projects. While
China invested roughly 9% of its GDP on infrastructure in the 1990s and 2000s, most emerging
economies invested only 2% to 5% of their GDP. This considerable spending gap allowed the
Chinese economy to grow at near optimal conditions while many South American economies
suffered from various development bottlenecks (poor transportation networks, aging power
grids, mediocre schools.)”
And for the world’s largest economy, USA, another documentation stated that: “transportation
services contributed 5.6 percent to the United States GDP in 2016.”
Then what about Nigeria? The verdict is…”Recently, the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) scored Nigeria ‘very low’ due to lack of connectivity of its major
transportation modes including the rail, pipeline, air, water and road transport.
The situation, which results from poor transport infrastructure to link the hinterlands to the
urban markets, has largely affected the cost and ease of doing business in Nigeria, as Nigerians
continue to pay dearly to move both raw materials and finished products to the markets where
they are needed. This was why Nigeria also scores low in the World Bank Ease of Doing Business
ranking,” as reported by the Thisday Newspaper in 2018.
Buttressing this sorry state further, Agbigbe wrote that: “The United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) described Nigeria’s road networks as one of the poorest and deadliest
transportation infrastructural systems in the world. Data from the UNDP and the World Bank
(WB) show that Nigeria has suffered transportation infrastructure deficits; these data also
illustrate Nigeria as one of the lowest indices in economic development in the last decade.”

8.2 Replicating the Abuja integrated transport system in other parts of Nigeria
The integrated transport system that has been wrought in Abuja by the CCECC has become a
standard or sample that what Nigeria has been neglecting – investing in transport infrastructure,
is where its future and economic growth lies.
With a population of about 200 million people and target of growing her economy, it would be
futile that Nigeria relies on just road transport. It wouldn’t lead the country anywhere towards
economic advancement. That is just akin to the same crises of mono economy that relies on oil
which actually is the undoing of the country.
This work has revealed that Abuja has set out on the course of growth and economic expansion
in tourism, services, retailing and distribution, hospitality, healthcare, education and others
aspects of the economy.
There is a new lease of life so far where residents would wake up in the morning and have a
choice of leaving their cars at home and taking a ride on a train to work and back. Abuja is on
the road to a cleaner environment with lesser vehicles on the road and lower air pollution.
With these gains, some other cities would also be on their way to economic growth if the same
integrated system is worked out there. A city like Lagos embarked on a light rail project to
connect the Lagos Island and Seme border, but abandoned it for years after so much
infrastructure like bridges had been put in place. Such provision would tremendously change



the narrative in traffic congestion that has been a crisis in the city which claims to have up to 20
million residents.
Introducing water and rail transport in Lagos, Port Harcourt, Calabar, Uyo and others would
make so much difference. In the South east cities, a metro rail track can easily link Enugu to
Awka and Onitsha and beyond and create a seamless ease in transportation and economic
development.
For instance, a waterway transport development would provide a big and formidable
alternative to the axis along the River Nigeria from Port Harcourt to Onitsha up to Lokoja and
Minna.
According to Wikipedia, “Nigeria has 8,600 km of inland waterways. The longest are
the Niger River and its tributary, the Benue River, but the most used, especially by
larger powered boats and for commerce, are in the Niger Delta and all along the coast
from Lagos Lagoon to Cross River.” These are ready alternatives that would add much
when developed.
Lamenting the micromanagement of transport, a document from the
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) on transport economy elaborated that:
“In Nigeria, rail transport accounts for less than a half per cent to the gross domestic products
of the transport sector. Although rail has always contributed a tiny proportion of value-added in
transportation, its share of value-added continues to decline because road transport (freight
and passenger) has virtually taken over all the traffic previously conveyed by rail. The relegated
status of the Nigerian railways is a classic illustration of a transportation policy which has
sidelined an important and cheap means of transport to foster the growth of privately-owned
long haulage transport services.” These expose the need for an urgent step towards
development of more integrated system.
Before the new additions by the CCECC, Nigeria’s total railway mileage was just 3,505km, and in
two tracks running from the two southern tips to two northern tips. But with the 186km of the
Abuja-Kaduna, 152km of the Lagos –Ibadan and 326km Ajaokuta-Itakpe-Warri railway tracks,
the coverage is just 4,169km which is quite little compared to the 195,000km highways stretch
in terrible condition of disrepair and still inadequate.

8.3 Challenges of integrated transport system extension to other cities
The number one challenge facing this noble and laudable goal is leadership. If there is good
leadership, there will be adequate plan to set factors in motion to generate the fund and other
requirements for any project. Leadership that prioritizes individual interest above national
interest is the bane of any country.
But a leadership that gives direction mobilizes the resources for developments like the
integrated transportation system.
In the case of Abuja, when the government meant business doing it 13 years ago, the China
Exim Bank stepped in to assist with funding.
While funding also stops projects and other good ideas from being executed, the availability of
manpower or technical knowledge is another huge challenge. This work mentioned earlier that
when China wanted to lay the foundation of its railway system, it hired expertise and materials
from three other countries and quickly learnt the ropes to go alone on the project. I have
visited some mechanized farms in China like in Lhasa, Tibet, Zhangzhou in Fujian and some
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others where the operators said experts from Israel helped them set up the system. That is a
pointer that nobody knows it all, but whoever is willing to learn takes the lead.
One of the most successful and oldest industrial parks in China, the Suzhou Industrial Park (SIP)
in Jinagsu Province was established by Singaporean experts who worked in liaison with Chinese
partners.
Before it took roots, Chinese leader in 1992, Deng Xiaoping had said: “Singapore enjoys good
social order and is well managed. We should tap into their experience, and learn how to manage
better than them," quoting a wikipedia documentation of the SIP.
That is why I have always argued against the thinking that China doing business in Nigeria and
not having Nigerians as chief executive officers translates to exploitation of the locals. We have
to first learn and understudy each other and grow from there. And growth comes with time.
In another country, a good instance is a personal experience I had at the Wolseong nuclear
power plant in South Korea. During a tour of the country in my fellowship days at the Kookmin
University, a visit to the power plant was an eye opener to what the readiness to learn new
ideas and technology would mean to a country. The Wolseong plant has three reactor factories.
Our tour guide in May 2014 narrated that the first two were built by USA and Canadian experts
respectively for the country and after understudying them, Korean engineers built the third that
integrated the technologies of the first two. And the third was actually the most advanced.
Likewise, in Nigeria, since the railway system has been lacking in real terms, the technical
knowhow is also lacking. As we didn’t have or operate state-of-the-art modern airport, the
depth of experience of managing one is also lacking since nobody grows bigger than his or her
environment. But with the intervention of China through the CCECC Nigeria, laying the
foundation has started with the grooming of human capital for the sector to thrive. These have
been demonstrated in the manpower CCECC is fast raising through trainings in China involving
teams of Nigerians, the Kajola train cargo plant, the planned transportation university in Katsina
and the establishment of the Railway Engineering school in the University of Abuja. As Nigerian
technicians understudy Chinese experts, they imbibe the skills. That is when growth and
sustainability come.
Emphasizing more on this, the Deputy Managing Director of CCECC Nigeria, Mr. Han Shuang
explained that “the best way to sustain the growth of an integrated transport system in Nigeria
and overcome the obstacles is to raise local workforce. We have already handled three major
projects in the Abuja transport policy execution. Beyond that, we have done other projects all
related to integrated transit system. The railways in Lagos, Ibadan, Ajaokuta, Itakpe and Warri;
the roads and bridges in the south east between Onitsha and Owerri, Lagos, and even the Lagos
light railway, the five airports we have built nationwide including those of Abuja, Lagos and Port
Harcourt were done in conjunction with our Nigerian friends and colleagues. None of them
ended without CCECC sending the skilled manpower of Nigeria to China to learn more. That is
the best way to make the policy sustainable.”
After laying such strong foundations, it would be easy to extend similar integrated
transportation projects to other cities for the same benefits that Abuja enjoys today.

8.4 Expectation of comprehensive transportation system extended to other cities
From the colonial days when Nigeria’s railways were built, the seaports, the roads and later
airports, the creation of an integrated system played out and worked well. But what has been



lacking is advancing the integration of the system as times advance. The result was imminent
and disastrous – an economic nosedive. For some 35 years since the middle of 1980, the
railway system in Nigeria was blanked out from the transportation system. As a result the roads
suffered overuse. The seaway was just theres in suspended animation and serving only the
purpose of international shipping and trade.
The expectations of reviving the integrated system are simple – for a better economy and a
better country.
As the mono infrastructure pervaded, a transport sector report of the NBS lamented that: “The
effects of these are: (i) traffic congestion on urban roads. (ii) increasing rate of fatal road
accidents emanating from bad roads, poorly-maintained vehicles and careless driving. (iii)
worsening environmental pollution.”

8.5Why Nigeria needs vigorous promotion of transportation infrastructure development
A simple comparison of the levels of advancement of transport systems of some countries
would shine more light on why Nigeria needs to improve on and promote quality and
integrated transportation infrastructure.
During the Covid-19 nationwide lockdown in Nigeria, this document from the NBS painted a
clearer picture of what happens to an economy if the transport system stalls. “GDP from
Transport in Nigeria decreased to N118.64 million in the second quarter of 2020 from
N296.779 million in the first quarter of 2020.
We take just a segment of the system, the aviation sector or air transport. The data conveys a
very simple meaning – countries that invest more in transport infrastructure development
promote higher and better economy. It is as clear as that from the instances below.
Compare for instance the 52 million population of South Korea, Germany’s 83 million people,
their air transport sector earnings with that of Nigeria of about 200 million people and the
difference/benefits of developing the sector stands out clearer.

GERMANY
 Total direct and indirect employment pool supported by air transport – 526,000 jobs
 Total GDP support – US$68 billion
 Spending by foreign tourists supports a further US$18 billion to GDP
 Percentage contribution to GDP – 2.5 percent

SOUTH KOREA
 Total direct and indirect employment pool supported by air transport – 838,000 jobs
 Total GDP support - US$29.8 billion
 Spending by foreign tourists supports a further US$17.8 billion to GDP
 Percentage contribution to GDP – 3.4 percent

NIGERIA
 Total direct and indirect employment pool supported by air transport – 241,000 jobs
 Total GDP support - US$600 million
 Spending by foreign tourists supports a further US$1.1 billion to GDP



 Percentage contribution to GDP – 0.4 percent

CHINA
 Total direct and indirect employment pool supported by air transport – 6 million jobs
 Total GDP support - US 78 billion
 Spending by foreign tourists supports a further US $27 billion to the country’s GDP
 Percentage contribution to GDP – 0.93 percent

USA
 Total direct and indirect employment pool supported by air transport – 6.5 million jobs
 Total GDP support - US $641 billion
 Spending by foreign tourists supports a further US $138 billion to GDP
 Percentage contribution to GDP – 4.2 percent

BRAZIL
 Total direct and indirect employment pool supported by air transport - 839,000 jobs
 Total GDP support US $12.3 billion.
 Spending by foreign tourists supports a further US $6.5 billion of the country’s GDP,

totaling to US $18.8 billion.
 Percentage contribution to GDP - 1.1 percent

These data are all from the www.iata.org and represent the current standing.

8.6 Impact of transport infrastructure on Nigeria's economic and social development
It is already sufficiently established that the transport sector transports the economy from the
destination of penury to opulence depending on how developed.
We can conveniently conclude that Nigeria’s economy is where it is because of the extent of its
transport development and would move forward when adequate premium is placed on a
turnaround of the sector.
The government of Nigeria however is aware of this and makes some efforts to sustain and
recreate the sector. But these have not been enough anyway. While Hong Kong mapped out
US$4 billion for just one airline, Cathay Pacific, in July, 2020 as lifeline after the Covid-19
downturn, Nigeria gave a paltry N5 billion or US$13m for the revival of the entire aviation
sector on November 2, 2020 in response to the same Covid-19 economic crisis.
The outcome is that Nigeria reaps a very negative impact. For instance, the NBS records noted
that: “Water transport scores a distant second to road transport in Nigeria, with an average
share of about 1.6 per cent of Nigeria’s gross domestic product.”
For the road transport, the story is not different with this conclusion “most of the major
road networks were constructed in the 80s and early 90s. As a result of poor maintenance and
low-quality materials used for repairs, the condition of roads is deteriorating. Travelling is very
difficult, and sometimes almost impossible in many areas on secondary roads during the raining
season due to potholes and eroded, uneven surfaces.”

http://www.iata.org


Discussing transport in Nigeria, a Wikipedia document said that: “Decaying infrastructure is one
of the deficiencies that Nigeria's National Economic Empowerment Development Strategy
(NEEDS) seeks to address. The government has begun to repair the country's poorly maintained
road network. Because Nigeria's railways are in a perilous condition, the government is trying
to rectify the situation by privatizing the Nigerian Railway Corporation. Similarly, the
government is pursuing a strategy of partial port privatization by granting concessions to
private port operators so that they can improve the quality of port facilities and operations.”
Another assessment by the Nigeria Computer Society in 2017, recalled that “Water transport’s
contribution to the country’s GDP also witnessed a sharp decrease from 3.76% in the first
quarter of 2016 to 1.77% in the first quarter of 2017 while a GDP contribution of 0.24% and
0.35% were recorded in the second and third quarters of 2017 respectively.”
All the indicators cumulatively paint a negative picture of what impact the sector has made on
the economy and task the country to do much more than is done now.

8.7 Future of transport infrastructure in Nigeria
In September 2016, as journalism Fellow of the China Public Diplomacy, I visited the Nansha
Port, on the Longxxue Island of Guangzhou as part of and leader of the delegation of African
journalists. The management briefed us that 30% of their exports to Africa go to the Apapa port,
Lagos and also the largest imports come from there and mainly timber. That underscores the
importance of transportation to the economy of Nigeria. It also shows that Nigeria as a major
market in Africa has prospects in the transport sector, but that depends on how we manage it.
At the Addis Ababa international airport till sometime middle 2019, Nigeria remained the
hottest destination in Africa for the Ethiopian Airline with eight flights to and from Nigeria
everyday to Enugu, Lagos, Abuja and Kano. As at the beginning of 2020, a total of 30
international airlines operated in Nigeria, and the continent’s second largest market after South
Africa of just 54 million people. These airlines generate from Nigeria an average annual income
of US$1.2 billion income.
In www.ceicdata.com, “Nigeria’s Container Port Throughput was reported at 1,484,000.000
TEU in December 2019. This recorded a decrease from the previous number of 1,560,000.000
TEU for December 2018. Nigeria’s Container Port Throughput data is updated yearly, averaging
1,446,000.000 TEU from December 2008 to 2019, with 12 observations. The data reached an
all-time high of 1,723,000.000 TEU in 2012 and a record low of 72,500.000 TEU in 2008.”
It is the largest in Africa because of the market volume and much reliance on imports. It is a
sign of good things in the offing if the market is harnessed adequately by developing the
transport sector more.
The future of the transport sector in Nigeria is bright and bleak – all depending on how we
manage it. But the most assured way to go is integration of the arms and sub-sectors and
constant upgrade and expansion with the changing times.
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